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Understanding
your ancestor’s
military record

Helping you
to blast through
your brick walls

All the details of your ancestor’s
record made easy
Terminology explained and
abbreviations expanded

Researching the past of your ancestors can be a
complex process, and with this in mind, Forces War
Records have created this guide to help you in your
genealogy research.
With a wealth of genealogy experience, the friendly
team at Forces War Records are happy to offer advice
in order to help you in any way they can. Perhaps by
pointing you in the right direction, or even advising
you of what is actually possible in our experience and
sometimes, what may not be.
The guidelines below are based on dedicated research
and findings throughout thousands of hours spent on
individual and general military and conflict searches.
Please use these guidelines and helpful hints and links in
the first instance to get you started, if you reach a brick
wall or are confused at any time simply contact us and
ask a question within the forums. If you need detailed
research tasks carried out then please click on the ‘Hire
a Researcher’ link at the top of each page.
Researching military records can be a daunting task so
we’ve designed our helpful hints with the aim to assist
you in your quest. When searching it is very useful if you
already have:

•

The full name of the individual. A full name as
possible will make tracking your individual easier,
and especially if you have a middle name. Although
please bear in mind that some memorial records will
only hold the first initial that makes things a little
harder on a first search.

•

The Service in which they served - Army, Royal Navy
or Air Force.

•

Rank and Regiment or Naval Ship or Squadron
- having the service number can be particularly
helpful as this is ‘a unique identifier’.

If you can, find out when the person served - i.e pre
First World War, First World War or after 1920 - some
records will be much more complete depending on the
era and even if the record is still regarded as ‘classified’.
The more details you already have the better. Even the
Enlistment date and Demob dates are useful as well.

records’ these contain a small part of what would
have originally been in a service record for a
number of persons

British Army
Soldiers had a ‘service record’, unfortunately about 70%
were destroyed from the 1930s onwards by various civil
service audits of the bulk of the material. The worst
damage came from a direct hit on the Arnside (London)
repository in an air raid on the 2nd day of the Blitz.
A service record details the military career of the
individual - it is made up of various different military
forms. The types of forms will differ greatly and many
records will be handwritten and have annotations from
the serviceman/woman themselves or a dependents
enquiry, therefore the general legibility of some records
is poor. Service records are often the only place where
family details, age, birth place and former occupations
are recorded.
Let’s make a start with understanding some of The
National Archives (TNA) references.
Collection WO363 ‘The Burnt records’
Many pre WWI records were destroyed intentionally by
the war department in the 1930s when being placed into
limited storage space and many more were destroyed in
the Blitz of 1940. The bulk of these consist of discharge
records of those leaving the army between 1914 and
1921, including those who died. Sadly only between 2030% of the total now survive and the originals are not
accessible: there are microfiche copies of the surviving
records although many are merely fragments of the
originals, severely damaged by fire and water.
Pre WWI and up until 1920
Pre WWI and records up to 1920 are held at the
National Archives in Kew, and are available to view by
appointment. WWI Medal cards are also available to
download, for a fee, from National Archives - documents
online. There are help guides on the National Archives
site that explain in detail how to read the cards.
There are records other than WO363 within the national
archive that are not presently available elsewhere:

•

WO364 - commonly misnamed as ‘the pension

•

WO97 - Service records until 1914, many remain in
their original format at TNA

•

WO96 - as per WO97 but for the militias that
existed until 1908

•

PIN26 - pensions records, very small collection

It is worth noting that if a soldier reenlisted and served
therefore after 1921 his records would still be held by the
MOD only (see below).
1921 to the present
For ex-servicemen wishing to obtain their Service
Records they can apply here: Army Personnel
Centre, Disclosure 2, Mail Point 515, Kentigern House, 65
Brown Street, Glasgow, G2 8EX Tel: 0845 600 9663.
For relatives wishing to obtain Service Records of
Deceased soldiers they must apply to the same centre
using the prefix: Army Personnel Centre, Historical
Disclosures, Mail Point 555.
A widow or widower can obtain a search for their late
spouses Service records free of charge, where as for
any other family member there is a charge of £30
(currently). These searches much be accompanied by
a Kinship form and a Search Document. Full details of
how to go about this procedure can be found on this
website: http://www.veterans-uk.info/service_records/
army.html. Please note however these charges are for
a search only - they do not guarantee a record will be
found & produced, many may have been lost or are even
still classified in certain special circumstances.
TNA collections:

•

WO339 - Officers records up until 1922, incomplete,
most senior officers not included.

•
•

WO374 - TA Officers prior to 1922.
WO400 - Household cavalry regiments.

“Absolutely 1st.class service today, Friday.
I have used this service in the past and will
certainly use again. The service is helpful,
friendly, and the service agents always
appear genuinely interested in your call
almost as if it concerns them personally.
[such a refreshing change these days]
Thanks”. Edward Clarke

Military terms and
abbreviations expanded
Acronyms and
titles explained

the records we deal with don’t include them. However,
more sophisticated records such as War Diaries and
Operational Record Books might include language that
can be unfamiliar to someone with no experience of the
Armed Services.
While you probably won’t find tabbing, one of the
examples from my opening paragraph, short form for
Tactical Advance to Battle, you will find counter-battery
fire (detecting, locating and firing on enemy artillery
batteries using your own), tactical control (supporting a
specified unit) and billets (places of rest).
As with abbreviations, there are far too many to
list here, and if you are reading a diary or other
documentation with confusing language please don’t
hesitate to contact our Support Team. We have exmilitary staff to hand who have been dealing with
military language and abbreviations throughout their
careers, and you’ll struggle to find finer experts.
Royal Navy rank & Trades explained

Most militaries around the world are very fond of
using acronyms and abbreviations to denote items of
equipment, operations, doctrines, units and everything
else. The British Military was and is still no exception,
from counter-battery fire and tabbing to BEF and Lt.
Col. We will attempt to run you through some of the
most commonly encountered acronyms found in our
records and explain what they mean.
The context of documents and indeed the abbreviations
themselves within them often gives an excellent
indication of what they mean. Abbreviations like Lt. Col.
(Lieutenant Colonel), L/Cpl (Lance Corporal) and SGT
(Sergeant) are all types of rank and can be encountered
on many a military document. These are always the
same as well, meaning that the ‘Lt.’ in Lieutenant
Colonel will always be Lieutenant and ‘Cpl’ will always
be Corporal in the context of a rank across all three
armed services.
‘BEF’ means British Expeditionary Force, a widely used
term to indicate those personnel sent to France in the
First and Second World Wars. It is not usually seen on
military documentation, as it is a massive umbrella term
for every unit that the British Army sent. Instead, you
will almost certainly find abbreviated forms of your
ancestor’s unit.
Picking on some of the most common, you may find RA
for Royal Artillery, RAMC for Royal Army Medical Corps,
and RE for Royal Engineers, these three being the most
populous units throughout both World Wars. The RA,
RAMC and RE were organised slightly differently to the
infantry and cavalry arms of the British Army, due to
their rather more specialised role within the forces and
their distribution throughout the battlefield. COY can
sometimes be found with the Royal Engineers in our
database, and means company. With the Royal Artillery
you will likely find BTY, which translates to battery, the
Royal Artillery’s version of a company or troop (TP)
sized element.
Abbreviations for units can sometimes be found with
numbers as well, which indicate the battalion of the
unit, for example 2DLI would be the 2nd Battalion,
Durham Light Infantry

With our Royal Navy records, by far and away the most
common abbreviation you will find will be HMS, and
given the proud naval tradition of the UK if you don’t
know what this means then some nice gentlemen from
the government will be round in black coats to take you
away. HMS of course stands for His/Her Majesty’s Ship,
His and Her being used interchangeably depending on
who the reigning monarch is. For both the First and
Second World Wars it would have been His Majesty’s
Ship, however, and I will use this version throughout the
rest of the tutorial.
There are variations to this ship name prefix as well, so
you may occasionally find HMT (His Majesty’s Trawler),
HMY (His Majesty’s Yacht), HMSm (His Majesty’s
Submarine), HMTBD (His Majesty’s Torpedo Boat
Destroyer) and HMSML (His Majesty’s Small Motor
Launch).

Military rank structures and trade designations can be
difficult to understand for the un-initiated amongst
us. Anyone who has not served in the military may
be completely caught out by an ‘Artificer’ or ‘FarrierSergeant’ in military records. The Royal Navy ranks can
be an even more confusing prospect, given that records
often listed a sailor’s trade as his rank, the two being
used interchangeably.
In this tutorial we’ll isolate some of the more obscure
trades and explain what they do and how you may find
them listed in our records.
For reference, the actual ranks of ratings (crewmen who
are not officers) in the Royal Navy are:
Able Seaman Leading Rate Petty Officer
Chief Petty Officer Warrant Officer Class 2 Warrant
Officer Class 1
On to the Royal Navy trades, and three of the more
common and unusual ones you will find in the Forces
War Records database.

Other abbreviations you may come across will deal
with Commonwealth and Dominion navies, such as RCN
(Royal Canadian Navy), RIN (Royal Indian Navy), RAN
(Royal Australian Navy) and SANF (South African Naval
Force).

As with all of the Armed Services, potential recruits
signed up to the Royal Navy with a good idea of what
they wanted to do (their trade), sometimes based
on their civilian work. Anyone with mechanical or
engineering experience would be much more useful as
an engine room artificer, for example, than as a writer.

We are working on a list of abbreviations which we
hope to add to the website at some point in the future.
We’ve got well over 5,000 recorded thus far, so it will
be quite a job! We obviously can’t cover them all in this
short tutorial, but if you’re stuck for a translation please
don’t hesitate to get in touch with our Support Team or
contact us via Social Media. If you’re in a hurry, here are
a few favourite resources from around the internet:

Writers were primarily clerical, being responsible for
legal, pay, welfare and career issues for a crew. When
the ship went into action, they could also be utilised
with damage control parties for instance, passing vital
information to combat floods and fires. Each trade was
broken down into numerous levels, similar to the Royal
Navy’s rank structure, but also denoting time in service
and experience in a particular role.

The MOD’s official abbreviations list

For example, writer could be broken down to:

The Royal Navy’s official list

Chief Petty Officer Writer

Australian abbreviations

Petty Officer Writer

A list of common military terms can be found on
Wikipedia. While there are British terms within this list,
there are also American military terms, so do be careful
if relying on this article.

Leading Writer

You won’t come across many complex military terms in
our records database, simply because the majority of

Boy Writer

Writer
Writer Probationer

We also mentioned artificers previously, and I will admit
that, when I first joined Forces War Records, even I
didn’t know what they were! Artificers are essentially
skilled mechanics, and within the Royal Navy can
be assigned a variety of jobs in the engine room as
previously mentioned, but also in the electrical, aircraft
and ordnance sections. You’ll most commonly find
artificers listed as engine room artificers in our records,
sometimes abbreviated to ERA. They can similarly be
broken down to:
Chief [Engine Room, Electrical, Aircraft and Ordnance]
Artificer
Artificer, 1st Class
Artificer, 2nd Class
Artificer, 3rd Class
Artificer, 4th Class
Artificer, 5th
Class Artificer Apprentice
Talking of artificers leads us quite nicely to the role
of stoker, a trade which underwent a great deal of
change when the switch from coal to oil fired boilers
took place in the Royal Navy’s surface fleet. Prior to
oil fired boilers, stokers were primarily responsible
for transporting and shovelling coal to the furnaces.
Coal fired boilers required a constant feed to keep
temperatures high enough for the production of steam,
and of course you can’t pump coal in the same way
as oil! Thus the advantages of oil, and now diesel,
gas or nuclear engines in modern surface fleets, are
pretty obvious. With the decline of coal fired ships,
stokers’ duties shifted towards the field of engineering,
so that they could be responsible for anything from
the propulsion systems to hydraulics, electrical and
firefighting systems. The word ‘stoker’ is now only a
colloquial term for a marine engineering technician, but
in our records you might find your relative listed as any
of the following:
Chief Stoker
Stoker Petty Officer
Leading Stoker
Stoker, 1st Class
Stoker, 2nd Class
Stoker, Fire Fighter

Need help with an abbreviation?
If you ever find a rank or abbreviation confusing on our
site, you can always seek help from our Support Team,
who are all incredibly knowledgeable. If you would like
us to continue this tutorial in more detail, please feel
free to send us feedback.

Contact our military specialists for more help
and information.
customercare@forces-war--records.co.uk
Or via our live chat service on the website
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•

Military Hospital Admissions & Discharge Registers WWI

•

WWII Daily reports (missing, dead, wounded & POWs)

•

Home Guard Officer Lists 1939-45

•

Imperial prisoners of war in Japan

•

Prudential Assurance Roll of Honour 1914-18

•

UK Army List 1916

•

Seedies Merchant Navy Awards		
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